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ABSTRACT
Metagenomics is the study of metagenomes, unprocessed ge-
netic material residing in the most varied sites, without sep-
aration into individual organisms. Metagenomic approaches
to the study of biological communities are quickly chang-
ing our understanding of the function and inter-relationships
among living organisms in ecosystems. The rapid advances
in metagenomics are largely due to the hasty development of
high throughput platforms for DNA sequencing, that need
to be accompanied by significant advances in data analysis
techniques.
With this work, I intended to develop and apply new tech-
niques (primarily by combining the potential of state-of-the-
art tools) for data analysis that can be applied to large
amounts of data generated by metagenomics. This docu-
ment presents a proposal to address the challenges posed by
the storage and manipulation of such information types and
the need to develop new data analysis techniques that can
be applied directly to this problem. For this purpose, there
was an intention to harness the power of parallel computing.
The target-result of this thesis was MetaGen-FRAME, a
metagenomic framework capable of handling heterogeneous
data types though the use of different data structures and
computational approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Metagenomics is a field which targets bacterial organisms,
also known as prokaryotes. A metagenome consists of ge-
netic material samples, recovered from a given environment.
As opposed to the traditional analysis of cultivated clonal
cultures, metagenomes cannot be reproduced in a laboratory
environment for isolated analysis. The study of metagenomes
provides important information associated with the way or-
ganisms relate to one another when coexisting in our planet’s
many natural environments (like acid mine drainage1 or hu-
man gut microbial communities). This field also provides
insight on the major metabolic reactions that occur within
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1Sources of flowing acidic water (with the existence of, for
example, sulfur oxidation, iron oxidation and nitrogen fixa-
tion), such as mines and construction sites, among others.

a given community, deepening our comprehension of its in-
fluence on the environment where it dwells.
As a consequence of the rich information that may be ex-
trapolated from the analysis of a metagenome, this field is
of high relevance in many different contexts, having spanned
several projects with the goal of taking advantage of its pos-
sibilities. There is a plethora of applications of the field
of metagenomics. A prime example of this is the Human
Microbiome Project [?], which is one of many international
efforts started and designed to apply metagenomic analysis
to the study of human health. This project, in a way similar
to that of the Human Genome Project, is expected, through
worldwide cooperation, to help build a rich and compre-
hensive data set that is publicly available to investigators
working towards the improvement of human health.
Another important application of metagenomics is indus-
trial biofuel production, with the necessity to analyze mi-
crobial communities in order to isolate efficient and novel
enzymes responsible for biomass deconstruction. Addition-
ally, to properly ascertain control over this process, the per-
spective brought by metagenomics provides information on
how these processes are triggered and influenced by micro-
bial communities as a whole.
One other activity that benefits from the field of metage-
nomics is the agricultural sector. Plants grow in soils whose
microbial communities are some of the most complex known
to science. Despite this, and the fact that they possess high
economic value, there is still little of them known. These soil
communities participate in a set of processes affecting plant
growth, such as the fixation of nitrogen from the atmosphere,
cycling of nutrients and disease suppression, amongst others.
Knowing how these communities work would provide knowl-
edge on how they influence these processes, which would
benefit tasks such as crop disease detection (and cattle pro-
duction as consequence).
The development of this project therefore focused on data
sets belonging to environments subjected to biodegradation
and certain levels of pressure, alike those partaking in the
process of crude extraction. This work benefited from collab-
orations in the context of Petrobras’2 oil and gas projects,
through liaison with researchers from Brazil’s Laboratório
Nacional de Computação Cientifica (LNCC).

1.1 Objectives
In the field of metagenomics, there aren’t many approaches
which attempt to integrate the specificities of the different
biological concepts in existence. Therefore, delving into this

2Petrobras, http://www.petrobras.com/en/home.htm
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fact, a proposal was made to define and implement a metage-
nomic framework that handles the different types of con-
texts, with a particular focus on processing, for the target
test scenarios, data generated by 454 sequencing (pyrose-
quencing) technologies (MetaGen-FRAME’s range of appli-
cations is not limited to this, however).
MetaGen-FRAME was defined with the prospects of per-
forming the following tasks: Data Quality Control, Tax-

onomic Analysis, Alignment, Functional Annotation, De
Novo Assembly and Gene Structure Prediction.

2. RELATED WORK
The analysis of metagenomic samples requires execution of
different biological tasks, with varying degrees of intercon-
nection. MetaGen-FRAME implements a group of biologi-
cal tasks which are presented in this section. An overview of
each one is provided, coupled with a highlight of the software
tool chosen for each one.

2.1 Data Quality Control
When working with either a genome or a metagenome, it
is desirable to ensure the data set being studied falls un-
der certain degrees of quality control. Throughout the se-
quencing process and storage of data, many aspects of the
data may be altered one way or another, constituting fac-
tors that may influence the reliability and significance of an
experiment. Among these factors one can include sequence
artifacts (read errors), poor quality reads, primer/adaptor
contamination and other types of errors. It is therefore im-
portant to employ methods that attempt to reduce the im-
pact of these factors. These methods include tasks such as
trimming the ends of reads (which may be lower-quality re-
gions), calculation of average quality score for each sequence
in a FASTA file, among others.
NGS QC Toolkit [?], the tool chosen for this task, is a recent
application, supporting newer types of sequencing technolo-
gies. It specifically supports the Illumina-based and 454-
based sequences. While it does not contain dedicated mod-
ules to process Ion Torrent sequences, they can be used for
example in a Illumina-specific module assuming they are
converted to that platform’s format (FASTQ). It uses the
base-specific quality score Phred [?], filtering as high-quality
reads those that yield a score equal or higher than the one
specified by the user.

2.2 Taxonomic Analysis
Assessing the richness of a sampled community’s diversity
produces valuable insight. This characteristic may be mea-
sured by reconstructing the phylogeny of the sample, gen-
erally through the processing of 16S ribosomal RNA. For
microbial communities specifically, there is a note-worthy
computational tool called MetaPhlAn (Metagenomic Phylo-
genetic Analysis) [?], which profiles the compositions of com-
munities originating from metagenomic shotgun sequencing.
This tool has species-level resolution for archaeal and bacte-
rial orgasnisms, having performed an extensive validation of
profiling accuracy on several data sets and on thousands of
real metagenomes. MetaPhlAn was employed for this task,
as it is relevant from a biological point of view because it
is not limited to the use of 16S ribosomal RNA. Essentially,
each read is assigned to the most plausible microbial lineage,
often achieving a resolution greater than that obtained by

profiling the universal 16S rRNA marker gene alone. It maps
reads against a set of clade-specific marker sequences which
are computationally preselected from coding sequences that
unequivocally identify specific microbial clades at the species
taxonomic level or higher.

2.3 Resequencing Assembly
The focus of this task is identifying how much the filtered
sample identifies with the major (reference) taxonomic units
that were output in the previous task. Alignment is a vari-
ant of assembly, an operation with the goal of creating a
reconstruction of the sequences of the original sample. The
alignment procedure in MetaGen-FRAME is performed by
P-TAPyR [?], a parallel efficient aligner produced at the
Knowledge Discovery and Bioinformatics (KDBIO) group of
INESC-ID3 as part of the scope of this project. P-TAPyR
performs resequencing by making use of concepts related to
the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [?]. It uses an al-
gorithm with techniques for data compression, employed in
bioinformatics by several more recent alignment programs.
P-TAPyR uses a seed-based heuristic that explores the char-
acteristics of pyrosequencing data. Despite this fact, it may
be used (with proper parametrization) on the products of
other sequencing technologies. The result of this task is ex-
pressed as a set of extended sequences which represent the
degree of obtained alignments against the reference taxo-
nomic units.

2.4 Functional Annotation
A biological task which associates the identified genomic in-
formation of the sample with biological properties such as
biochemistry and expression, by making use of algorithms
such as BLAST. It serves the purpose of classifying sequences
(which are often protein-coding) in order to describe bi-
ological and enzymatic functionality, among other proper-
ties. For Functional Annotation, the program chosen was
Blast2GO [?], a tool created for all-in-one functional annota-
tion of (novel) sequence and annotated data analysis. It fea-
tures both a graphical user interface and a pipeline-oriented
terminal mode. Blast2GO supports several databases, such
as Gene Ontology (GO) [?], Enzyme Codes, InterPro [?]
and KEGG [?]. Access by the main program to these data
bases may be done (default mode) online to known sites, or
it may be done locally. This requires that the desired data
bases be properly configured using MySQL and with accu-
rate copies of information that would otherwise be accessible
on the default online repositories.

2.5 Gene Prediction
Structure prediction of genes is based on two sequential
and previously-identified biological tasks: De Novo Assem-

bly and Gene Structure Prediction. There are some im-
portant details to retain about these tasks:

• De Novo Assembly: the approach of resequencing falls
short when there aren’t readily available references to
use as a basis for comparison. As a consequence, it is
also necessary to develop methods for assembly that

3Instituto de Engenharia de Sistemas e Computadores: In-
vestigação e Desenvolvimento em Lisboa, website available
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attempt to identify information of the sample’s ele-
ments and relationships between the query sequences
in terms of the sample itself. This approach is named
de novo/ab initio and formally, it falls in the cate-
gory of NP-hard (Non-deterministic Polynomial-time
hard) problems, a set of problems for which no effi-
cient computational solution is known [?]. For this
task, a brief inspection of existing software names in
the literature showed that most solutions have heavy
hardware requirements, particularly in the aspect of
memory consumption. This is specially true of the as-
semblers which use de Bruijn graphs. For this task,
the tool of choice was MetaVelvet. Its authors remark
that most pipelines use single-genome assemblers with
carefully-chosen parameters. It is an extension [?] of
Velvet for metagenomic assembly, relying in the use of
de Bruijn graphs. It first builds such a graph from
the mixed short reads of the sample. Then, MetaVel-
vet applies the concept of decomposing the graph into
sub-graphs and building, for each one, a scaffold rep-
resentative of an isolate species genome.

• Gene Structure Prediction: typically pertains to the
combination of information from different measures of
contents and signals (sometimes also called ab initio
gene finding). More refined methods for this form of
obtaining genetic information use complex probabilis-
tic methods such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs).
The integrated program for this was BG7. It is an
annotator focused exclusively on prokaryotes, relying
on the principle of using as much information as pos-
sible. BG7 operates by first using tblastn to identify
a set of user-provided proteins in the sequences to be
annotated, which will produce High-Scoring Segment
Pairs (HSPs)4 for each hit. Each hit’s set of HSPs shall
be merged together to define a region of similarity be-
tween a protein and the contig in question. Afterward,
a search for start and stop signals is performed down-
stream and upstream, in order to create preliminary
definitions of coding DNA region (CDS) genes. If cer-
tain deficiencies (such as frame shifts) are detected,
they are stored with annotations mentioning those oc-
currences, instead of discarding these defective CDS
gene encounters. Finally, the program undertakes a
phase of conflict resolution, necessary on account of
the possibilities that two or more proteins may map
to the same region of a contig, or that gene overlap
is detected. For conflicting proteins, the gene of the
protein most similar to the contig is chosen, and the
remaining genes are marked as ”dismissed genes”. For
genes that have a percentage of overlap greater than a
specific user-defined threshold, the same tie-breaking
procedure is used. Once the genes are well defined
(limited overlapping and each gene being annotated
by a single protein), an RNA gene search is performed.
Search is performed using blastn on the contigs and the
RNA genes are identified in the same way as the pro-
tein genes previously were. Finally, RNA and protein
genes are then integrated in such a way that an RNA

4Sub-segments of two sequences that are considered highly
similar. Similarity between sequences depends on several
factors such as the type of alignment desired (local or
global), parameters given to algorithms, among others.

gene is always given preference over a protein gene.
BG7 was designed in a way that attempts to use the
capabilities of recent forms of computing such as cloud
computing. This may be particularly noted by the fact
that the authors provide a description on how to use
it with the Amazon Cloud. It may also be configured
for local use.

3. METAGEN-FRAME ARCHITECTURE
The development process was continually exposed to an in-
flux of information, providing insight on the set of candidate
programs and their integration as framework modules. As
a result, both the framework’s structure and its implemen-
tation were under constant review in an iterative fashion.
The project was initially steered towards facilitating the vi-
sualization of data results and custom configuration of the
framework. Consequently, there was a very important phase
associated with selecting software tools that have the best
leaning to this purpose. Figure ?? illustrates the biological
composition of MetaGen-FRAME.
Furthermore, the careful consideration of the software was
performed not only for each biological task but also for the
software serving as infrastructure. An infrastructure soft-
ware, capable of supporting the proper functioning of other
programs and serving as the backbone of the flow of informa-
tion between the targeted biological tasks was identified as
desirable. Such a flow was made possible by implementing
the skeleton of MetaGen-FRAME using the Workflow Man-
agement System Taverna, an open-source tool suite created
to aid in the design and execution of scientific experiments.

Figure 1: Biological overview of the main processes of the
framework with the support of Taverna. The Remote WS

box represents the process of communicating with an exter-
nal entity (such as the NCBI servers) to obtain information
and data sets associated with specific operational taxonomic
references.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
MetaGen-FRAME was implemented using a two-level layer
of software abstraction (making use of Taverna and Python)



for the infrastructure underlying the biological tasks (and
their selected tools). This is illustrated in Figure ??.

4.1 MetaGen-FRAME Skeleton
Taverna stores the results of its executions in directories
it creates in the operating system’s location for temporary
files. A program that is invoked by Taverna (in the context
of Taverna’s terminology, a local tool service) will have its
current working directory set to be one of such temporary
directories. Such behavior is problematic for the Taverna
layer when invoking functionality from the Python layer, as
Taverna does not have (to the knowledge of this project’s
author) means by which to refer to the path of the frame-
work unless the full path is directly introduced in the Skele-
ton.t2flow by configuring the workflow in Taverna’s inter-
face. If such behavior was accepted, users would have to per-
form this configuration in Taverna’s graphical user interface
(GUI), which besides being cumbersome, would be poten-
tially confusing, as different operating systems have differ-
ent details, such as variation of the symbol used to represent
directory separators in paths. To avoid this, instead of sim-
ply starting Taverna and opening the workflow built for the
framework, one must invoke a Python run.py script which
launches a Taverna instance with a special variable in the
instance’s environment context. This variable’s value is the
path to MetaGen-FRAME. The framework’s workflow has a
service that on initiation of a new execution, checks for this
variable’s existence in order to pass along its value to ser-
vices which invoke programs in the framework’s directories.
With this, all that the user needs to do to use the framework
is launch the script run.py residing in the root directory of
the framework. As a last detail, that script assumes that
in the top-level directory of the framework, there exists a
file called taverna_path.ini, which, as the name implies,
contains the path to Taverna in the file system. This file
may be configured through the Java-based GUI applica-
tion metagenomic.framework.ist.utl.pt.ConfigTaverna,
which has basic functionality for browsing and storing a file
path.
The functionality of the Python layer relies on its main en-
try point, consisting of the config.py script. Whenever
Taverna is to perform one of the major (previously high-
lighted) biological tasks, the task’s corresponding tool ser-
vice invokes config.py with appropriate parameters. This
Python script then parses the arguments and chooses the ap-
propriate course of action with the support of configuration
files. The framework’s directory contains specific directo-
ries associated with each major biological task (QC, Taxon-
omy, Alignment, Functional Annotation, De Novo Assem-

bly and Gene Prediction). These subdirectories contain,
in their turn, the instance of a template configuration file
named task_candidates.ini, which is used solely for the
purpose of binding a given specific software to each biological
task. Another important feature of Taverna is the web ser-
vice functionality it has to access the possibilities offered by
the (National Center for Biotechnology Information) NCBI.
Mild local processing tasks (mainly for parsing the outputs
of a web service to generate the input data for the next web
service) are required in order to chain together a sequence of
web service calls, starting from a list of taxonomy items and
arriving at the situation where reference genome sequences
are locally-available as FASTA files.

Figure 2: The biological task composition is represented
in Taverna through the workflow configuration file Skele-
ton.t2flow) Every concrete software tool is coupled with a
custom interface invoked by the Taverna-based workflow (L1
in the figure) through the use of Python (L2 in the figure)
scripts and a set of configuration files to be present in the
local machine.

4.2 Remote Computing
Some of the tasks performed with the default software tools
included in the framework are computationally-intensive.
An example of this is the blastx step executed in the con-
text of the task of Functional Annotation with Blast2GO.
To achieve decent (e.g., reducing the time taken to perform
a blastx computation from six days to less than one for a
set with a couple of thousand contig sequences) performance
figures when executing this step, it was necessary to explore
the potential of special hardware (such as the server avail-
able to INESC-ID’s KDBIO group.
For the purpose of remote execution, a portion of devel-
opment time was dedicated to exploring and obtaining in-
formation on candidate software solutions to enable this
feature. One candidate was Taverna’s support for remote
workflows via the Taverna Server version, which allows one
to configure a dedicated server for remote workflow execu-
tion, with built-in mechanisms for securing data. To ac-
cess the functionality offered by a running Taverna Server,
the user would have to send a Taverna workflow document
file (file format t2flow, which is the format used for the
implemented framework workflow: Skeleton.t2flow) us-
ing the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol’s re-
quest method POST, with the document possibly wrapped
in XML. Through similar methods, the triggered remote
execution would have an associated identification number
which would be sent to the client afterwards. Later on, by
usage of HTTP methods, the client would use the retrieved
identification to access the outputs of the remote workflow.
This procedure to remote workflow invocation with Taverna
Server is what deterred its use, as this approach was deemed
to be insufficiently user-friendly in light of some of the ob-
jectives mentioned in this document. Despite this, Taverna
Server could become an interesting candidate in the future,
with the upcoming web-based interface of Taverna Player5,
which will enable executing existing workflows through the
Taverna Server, presumably eliminating the current unde-
sirable lack of a userfriendly GUI for workflow execution.

5Taverna’s official website stated it was planned to be re-
leased at the end of 2013: http://www.taverna.org.uk/
developers/work-in-progress/taverna-player/.
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Figure 3: Illustration of a hypothetical execution scenario for MetaGen-FRAME. It may be configured so that different
biological task software executes on separate remote machines, which may be directly-accessible over the Internet, or may
require an indirect connection through a gateway and further into a LAN.

Considering that biological task software was being inte-
grated in the workflow as Taverna Tool Service invocations
with Python-based layer interfaces in between, it was de-
cided that the distinction between local and remote task
execution (and therefore its consequential support) would
be supported at the level of the Python layer. This was de-
signed in such a way that users would be allowed to decide
which biological task software would run locally and which
would run remotely through the use of a configuration file
that centralizes details for both remote server(s) as well as
programs (this is the previously-mentioned .metaframe con-
figuration file). Having made this decision, a module named
remote.py was developed and included in the Misc directory
of MetaGen-FRAME, in order to ease the access of these
configured properties from within the Python scripts which
operate as interfaces between Taverna and targeted concrete
software tools. The aspect of the Python layer which han-
dles the communication between clients and servers (mak-
ing use of the paramiko6 Python module which implements
the SSH2 version of the SSH (Secure Shell) protocol for se-
cure connections to remote machines) is performed with an
API developed for this purpose. users wishing to replace
a given biological task program with another one which
includes remote execution may employ this module cou-
pled with the usage of configuration files. The author is
confident that the default scripts with remote functional-
ity will serve as good-enough examples for clients and users
to quickly learn how to use this utility to meet their own
ends. One detail which must be noted is that for remote
execution to take place, the targeted server must possess
a determined script or program and also a specific direc-
tory structure, both being defined in the client machine’s
.metaframe file, always under a [Program] section. For the
remote implementations which MetaGen-FRAME supports
by default, functionality is always divided across two mod-
ules: a Python one for specific program execution (always
with the same exec prefix: exec_tapyr.py, exec_blast.py,
exec_b2g.py, exec_metavelvet.py and exec_bg7.py, all of
them located in each one’s respective biological task sub-
directory) and the other (this one takes up the prefix of

6More information available at http://www.lag.net/
paramiko/

submit, totaling five scripts as well: submit_tapyr.sh, sub-
mit_blast.sh, submit_b2g.sh, submit_metavelvet.sh and
submit_bg7.sh, all of them located in the Misc directory of
the framework) to be executed on the remote server to in-
voke a remote copy of the previous module. When setting
up the framework for remote execution of any of the de-
fault tools, clients will have to reconfigure the submission
scripts, as they were configured for explicit running with
the KDBIO machinery, which includes a gateway server and
a processing server (with a common home directory and the
processing server with exclusive access to additional scratch
space). Depending on the program to execute remotely and
the targeted server, the user must configure one of the script
files prefixed with submit in the according way (regarding di-
rectory structure and user credentials). The communication
between client and server using SSH rely on the user gener-
ating an RSA key on the machine where Taverna execution
is to take place, and adding it to the list of authorized keys
on the server side. There was an intention to strive towards
the security of information, and the usage of SSH is a gesture
in that direction regarding communication for the purpose
of remote execution or input/output transfer. Figure ??
intends to depict different remote execution possibilities

5. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
As initially stated, the activity undertaken in the scope of
this project benefited from international collaboration. As
part of on-going work, analysis was performed on a data
set which is a metagenome provided by LNCC, relevant for
having been extracted from a marine environment with nat-
ural learnings for biodegradation. For this sample, code-
named F6AK87O03, we present some tables. Table ?? shows
the most relevant OTUs present (Taxonomic Analysis), Ta-
ble ?? presents the identity percentages for these taxonomic
units obtained with the task of Alignment. Finally, Ta-
ble ?? contains some statistics for the De Novo Assembly

performed.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Remarks
In this article, metagenomics and the benefits that arise from
innovations in this field were described. With metagenomics

http://www.lag.net/paramiko/
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Table 1: Taxonomic Analysis: MetaPhlAn

Read Count Top 2 Strains (Identity) Strain (RefSeq)

147 289
Mycobacterium sp. JDM601 RefSeq Genome (17.24239)

Frankia sp. CcI3 RefSeq Genome (16.28876)
Mycobacterium sp. JDM601 RefSeq Genome

Frankia sp. CcI3 RefSeq Genome

Table 2: Alignment: P-TAPyR

Reference Length (bp) Coverage (%) Read Count Average Contig Length (bp) Consensus Contig Count
4 643 668 2.32 307 513 210
5 433 628 1.23 255 607 110

being a complex field, an effort was made to bring atten-
tion to its most relevant tasks throughout this document.
As mentioned earlier in this document, there is a scarcity
of platforms that attempt to integrate all of the different
metagenomic task perspectives in unison. Consequently,
it is not trivial to produce an illustrative definition of the
generic components that existing metagenomic components
have. This is due to the fact that they tend to specialize in
one purpose or another, which has an impact on the com-
ponents that are present. However, as a result of the survey
undertaken, there is confidence that the means employed to
produce a metagenomic framework adequately consider the
experience and configuration of existing platforms.
The end-result, MetaGen-FRAME, is a modular framework
which is hoped to cater to individuals looking for a pres-
election of state-of-the-art tools, as well as advanced users
wishing to modify specific aspects of the package.

6.2 Perspectives for the Future
The goal of a future project would be to improve and add
novel functionality to MetaGen-FRAME in order to pro-
duce a more polished product, targeting professionals who
may lack strong backgrounds in computer engineering and
informatics, from both academia and the corporate world.
The aim is to create a metagenomic suite of state-of-the-
art software tools with robust functionality to harness the
parallel computing potential provided by some of the hard-
ware infrastructures that have become more common in re-
cent years (spanning technologies such as clusters, multi-core
machines and General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units
(GPGPUs)), such as the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud,
to give an example. This project would intend to produce
high-quality work which bridges the needs of the field of Bi-
ology (focused on metagenomics) and the solutions to said
problems using techniques and methods from the field of
Computer Engineering and Information Systems. During
development, there would be an aim to collaborate with bi-
ology and bioinformatics professionals, considering them as
end-users, in order to ascertain the major biological out-
puts and functionality that are desired as the research fields
evolve. This is true both in terms of the semantic quality
of the results as well as the way they are presented. It is
intended that, through close collaboration with these profes-
sionals, the most desirable means of usage will be determined
in order to enable an easy and intuitive wielding of an im-
proved MetaGen-FRAME. Striving towards such a vision,
some of the goals taking priority may be defined.
It would also be highly interesting to include some layer of
meta data production in the framework which makes use
of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [?]. Since

metagenomics and related scientific fields have a lot of in-
terconnected information, being able to create a more rich
network between concepts, data and terms is a very coveted
capability. This would facilitate reasoning and analysis of
scientific case studies, by heightening researchers’ abilities
of tracing back information and the processes that led to
concrete conclusions and results. This would also be a help-
ful property for information when it comes to visualization
capabilities and traceability over the Internet (this one is es-
pecially relevant, given the distributed nature of biological
resources all over the globe). To terminate, the author feels
it is important to mention that there are ongoing develop-
ments for Taverna. Specifically, a Taverna Player program
is being produced. It will allow the visualization of remote
workflow executions through the web browser. It is officially
set for release by the end of 2013. It would be interesting to
experiment with remote workflow execution using Taverna
Server then inspecting and transferring back results via the
Taverna Player’s main mechanisms, possibly removing the
need for some of the complexity in the framework.
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